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Variation of intrinsic tryptophan (Trp) fluorescence intensity and lifetime in proteins is widely exploited to
follow changes in protein structure such as folding/unfolding, substrate or ligand binding, and protein-
protein interactions. Although a credible candidate for the source of weak Trp fluorescence in some proteins
has long been believed to be electron transfer from excited Trp to an amide carbonyl group, recognition of
when such a process should be exceptionally efficient has not been possible. Here we propose a reasonable
basis for the 30-fold variation by the use of quantum mechanics-molecular mechanics simulations in which
the energy of the lowest Trp ring-to-amide backbone charge transfer (CT) state is monitored during dynamics
trajectories for 24 Trps in 17 proteins. The energy, fluctuations, and relaxation of high lying CT states are
extremely sensitive to protein environment (local electric field direction and strength). Application of basic
electron transfer theory with a single empirical electronic coupling reveals that the entire 30-fold range is
explainable from local electric field effects on electron transfer to a nearby amide, although other acceptors
may sometimes be responsible for a low yield. A key new concept uncovered in this work is that charged
groups near the Trp can have profound effects on fluorescence lifetime and quantum yield, but location is
critical. Negative (positive) charge will decrease (increase) quantum yield if closer to the indole ring than to
the electron acceptor because these arrangements stabilize (destabilize) the CT state. If the charge is closer
to the acceptor, the opposite will be true. A semiquantitative prediction using only the average energy gap
and variance was achieved by using a universal electronic coupling constant and energy offset.

Introduction

One of the most intriguing questions related to the widely
used intrinsic fluorescence of tryptophan (Trp) in proteins is
the extreme variation of fluorescence quantum yields (Φf) and
lifetimes in different protein environments. The yields vary from
near 0.35 down to 0.01 or less.1 This is particularly interesting
because the light-absorbing part of Trp, effectively 3-methylin-
dole (3MI), shows little variability inΦf when dissolved in
different solvents varying in polarity from pure hydrocarbon to
water, being always near 0.3.2 Even without being understood,
the strong sensitivity of Trp fluorescence intensity to microen-
vironment is routinely exploited to follow a variety of protein
changes, e.g., ligand/substrate binding and folding/unfolding.1,3-7

Although there has been considerable interest in understand-
ing these variations, no convincing detailed mechanism has
emerged. Whereas proton transfer from the ammonium group
is implicated in reducingΦf for free Trp in solution at pH<
9,8-13 compelling evidence accumulated over some time sup-
ports a mechanism involving electron transfer from the excited
indole ring for the lowΦf in proteins (where the ammonium
and carboxylate groups of the free Trp become amides).13-21

Whereas for proteins the identity of the electron acceptor
group(s) was almost always in question, the universal loss of
fluorescence quantum yield found for a variety of small Trp
derivatives containing an amide group clearly implicated the
amide group as an acceptor.11,19,22-25

The Barkley group has made extensive investigations into
the collisional quenching of 3MI fluorescence byacylatedamino
acids (to avoid interference from proton transfer quenching) in
solution. In addition to strongly quenching groups such as
disulfide, protonated histidine, carboxylic acids, and thiols,
electron-transfer quenching by amides in aqueous solution was
also demonstrated,13,16provided that two or more amide groups
are in close proximity. A number of recent works have invoked
electron-transfer quenching by the local peptide carbonyl group
in their explanation of fluorescence lifetime data.26-30

N-Acetyltryptophanamide (NATA, see Figure 1), whose only
potential quenching mechanism would appear to be electron
transfer to an amide group, serves as an icon in this respect.Φf

of 3MI in water is 0.34 compared to 0.14 for NATA.11,12 The
fluorescence lifetimes of both are single-exponential with NATA
showing about a 3-fold reduction in lifetime compared to
3MI.11,12

A difficulty in accepting a local amide as the acceptor has
been that amides are not good electron acceptors. In addition,
there has been difficulty seeing how such wide variation inΦf

can arise; every Trp in any protein has several nearby amide
groups, so why is the fluorescence for Trps in certain proteins,
e.g., azurin, ribonuclease T1, and Staph. nuclease, not quenched
at all?

Previous attempts to make quantitative correlations of Trp
fluorescence lifetimes and quantum yields to electron transfer
have been fragmentary26-30 and appear to be influenced by the
large body of recent work on long-range electron transfer in
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proteins, where much attention is paid to the electronic coupling
and its exponential dependence on donor-acceptor distance.31-33

Recent works attributing Trp quenching to amide groups at short
range have assumed that the electron transfer rate decreases
exponentially with the donor-acceptor distance but have
typically not been able to make reasonable estimates of the
equally (or more) important parameters associated with the
activation energy (reorganization energy and free energy change,
including electrostatic stabilization). In this paper, we try to be
comprehensive, recognizing that for short-range electron transfer
the electronic coupling is quite strong and, therefore, is unlikely
to be the rate-limiting variable. Instead, we emphasize the crucial
point in Marcus theory that electron transfer can compete with
(quench) fluorescence only if thelocal electric field and/or
solVation energytunes the fluorescing state (1La) into resonance
with a Franck-Condon accessible vibrational level of the
resulting charge transfer (CT) state.34-36 The original Marcus
view is taken, i.e., that electron transfer is simply a radiationless
electronic transition, in this case internal conversion between
the usual lowest excited state and a high-lying CT vibronic state
that is momentarily stabilized by a solvent and/or geometry
fluctuation such that the two states have the sameenergy.34-37

The work presented here is an extension of our recent
successful application of a custom hybrid quantum mechanicals
molecular mechanics (QM-MM) method to the prediction of
Trp fluorescence wavelength shifts due to protein electric fields
and solvation,38,39except that it is applied to assessing the energy
gap between solvent-relaxed1La and the lowest lying CT
excited-state instead of predicting the energy gap between
solvent-relaxed1La and the ground state. As with the latter, an
important aspect is assessing stabilization of the weakly emitting
CT state by environmental response after formation (reorganiza-
tion energy). We will contend that without rapid, large-amplitude
relaxation of the CT state, recombination of the separated charges
(return to the1La state) will nullify quenching. A preliminary
report of these results has recently appeared.40

Methods

We use a generalization of our hybrid QM-MM method used
recently to predict the fluorescence wavelengths of Trp in
proteins,38 wherein the QM part is Zerner’s INDO/S-CIS
method,41 as modified to include the local electric field and
potentials.42,43A particularly critical modification was modifica-
tion to INDO/S2 by inclusion of a more appropriate set of
parameters for oxygen suggested by Li et al.44 The MM part is
Charmm (version 26b).45 In contrast to our wavelength

prediction study,38 the QM part is not restricted to the indole
ring plus CB of Trp but now includes the Trp amide and that
of the preceding residue. These are capped with hydrogens so
that the QM part isN-formyltryptophanamide (NFTA; see
Figure 1). Other significant expansions of the method are that
the geometry for the QM molecule is dictated by the MM,
allowing the discovery of critical geometries that may stabilize
the CT complex, and the atom charges are determined from
the total electron density instead of just changes inπ density.
New carbon atom types were added to the Charmm topology
and parameter files so that geometries specific to the1La and
CT excited states were selectable via the protein structure file.
The bond lengths and angles were assigned as found from CIS/
3-21G calculations. For the runs reported in this work, the bond
lengths of the QM part were kept constant at values corre-
sponding to the CT state using the shake command.46 We have
resorted to a trick of puttingall amide groups in the CT
geometry as well as the indole ring, even though only one amide
at a time would have this geometry. The reason for this
procedure is to avoid the enormous amount of extra work
required to examine multiple trajectories wherein a different
amide was in the CT geometry. The effect of forcing all of the
amides into the CT geometry is primarily to add a constant
energy to each state and should not significantly affect energy
differences.

The method is further extended to deal with pairs of amino
acid residues, wherein one member is the aforementioned
N-formyltryptophanamide and the other is theN-formyl amide
of any other chosen residue of the protein. The pair is then
treated as a single molecule (supermolecule).

Among the excited singlet states are charge transfer (CT)
states that may be described as resulting from the excitation of
an electron from a donor molecular orbital (MO) to an empty
MO on the acceptor, creating a “radical ion pair”. We note that
the supermolecule approach automatically includes the Cou-
lombic interaction of the “radical pair” and relaxations about
these charges. This has been left out of many analyses in the
literature.

Identifying the lowest CT state is nontrivial because of the
fluctuating external fields and geometry (taken from the MM).
Ideally, one would simply look for the lowest state whose
integrated charge on the indole rings is∼+1. However, for any
given point in a trajectory, this state is often mixed with other
states. Instead of choosing an arbitrary threshold of the ring
charge for defining the CT state, we have adopted a procedure
that reports the lowest CT state energy as the ring-charge-
weighted average energy of those states comprising the lowest
CT mixed states, identified as having a net positive charge on
the indole ring+ CB methylene group and the sum of which is
+1. The software will detect CT states for which the indole
ring is the electron acceptor, but such states have not emerged
as important to this point in our studies.

Franck-Condon factors associated with the1La - CT
coupling matrix element were computed following the method
we used in several recent studies.47-49 However, in this case, a
direct product space was established for the two independent
systems, indole and formamide. The geometry change for the
indole was the difference for indole in the1La state minimum
from a geometry optimization at the CIS/3-21G level and the
indole part of a coplanar indole-formamide sandwich dimer
(separation) 4.5 Å) in its lowest CT state, also optimized at
CIS/3-21G. For formamide, the geometry difference came from
the ground-state HF/3-21G and the same optimized CT geometry
as for indole. The vibrational frequencies and modes used were

Figure 1. Structure ofN-acetyltryptophanamide (NATA). All quantum
calculations (INDO/S2-SCI) were done onN-formyltryptophanamide
(NFTA), which differs from NATA by replacement of the methyl of
the acetyl group by a hydrogen. Geometry and electrical potentials from
the protein environment were determined using Charmm.
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those for the neutral ground-state molecules, determined at the
B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level. Bond length parameters for histidine,
the histidine radical anion, protonated histidine, and the proto-
nated histidine neutral radical were determined from HF/6-
311G(d,p) geometry optimizations on 4-methylimidazole and
are considered provisional at present.

Time dependent density functional (TDDFT) calculations of
transition energies were also performed at the B3LYP/6-
311G(d,p) level. Geometry optimizations, CIS, and TDDFT
calculations were performed using Gaussian 98, Rev. A11.3.50

Complete active space self-consistent field (CASSCF) cal-
culations and their second order perturbation extension (CASPT2)
were done using MOLCAS5.451 with an atomic natural orbital
type basis set contracted to C,N,O 3s2p1d/H 2s. To find the
high-lying CT energy using the CASPT2 method required state
averaging over the lowest 18 eigenstates in a vacuum. Level
shifting was necessary for precisely locating the energies.

Results

Nature of the Charge Transfer State. The electronic
structure of the indole ring and of the amide chromophore have
been individually studied at the highest theoretical levels
available.52,53For many years, the nature of the fluorescing state
of Trp in proteins was rather uncertain because of the accidental
degeneracy of the two lowest singletππ* states, labeled1La

and 1Lb.54,55 More recently, polarized one- and two-photon
spectra of several indoles in solution,56-58 in cold jets,59,60and
in solid argon61,62have provided confidence that the fluorescing
state of Trp in proteins is the solvent-sensitive1La,63 with the
possible exception of Trp48 of azurin, for which1La and 1Lb

appear to be quite close in energy. QM-MM simulations38,39,64-66

and detailed calculations of vibronic band shapes47-49 have
provided harmonious support to these experiments.

The focus of this study, however, is on a state (herein called
CT) involving an intramolecular electron transfer between these
two systems, for which there seems to be neither direct
experimental evidence nor theoretical investigation. Whereas
Zindo is known to be well calibrated for heteroaromaticππ*
transitions, its accuracy for the CT transition of interest here is
unknown. In the absence of experimental information, we rely
on two ab initio methods, TDDFT/B3LYP and CASPT2, to help
assess the accuracy of the Zindo method for a model system.
Table 1 compares the1La, 1Lb, and CT transition energies found
for a model indole-formamide coplanar sandwich dimer with
4.5 Å interplanar spacing using Zindo, TDDFT/B3LYP, and
CASPT2 at optimized geometries for the ground,1La, and CT
states in a vacuum. The CT state in this system is well described
by a single configuration involving promotion of an electron
from the HOMO of the indole ring to the LUMO of the amide,
illustrated in Figure 2. For more realistic systems such as NFTA
and NATA, the CT state is typically somewhat mixed with other
configurations but usually dominated by this configuration. The
presence of the amide has little effect on the computed1La and

1Lb transition energies. Experimental values are included when
available. For the ground-state geometry, appropriate experi-
mental values are the vapor absorption maxima, taken from
Strickland et al.67 for 1La and from Bickel et al.68 for 1Lb. For
the 1La geometry, we estimate the vertical transition energy to

TABLE 1: Excitation Energies (in 1000 cm-1) for Indole-Amide Coplanar Sandwich Dimer (4.5 Å Spacing) Comparing Zindo,
TDDFT, and CASPT2 Transition Energies at Different Geometries

state: La Lb CT

geometry CASPT2 TDDFT Zindo expt. CASPT2 TDDFT Zindo expt. CASPT2 TDDFT Zindo

CTa 35.27 36.45 34.77 31.95 39.88 33.11 51.10 33.82 44.41
Lab 35.03 35.76 34.53 34.5d 30.92 38.94 32.65 61.28 43.59 53.36
groundc 39.13 39.60 38.99 38.9e 32.44 40.86 34.30 35.2f 64.82 46.68 57.03

a Charge transfer (CT) geometry.b 1La geometry.c Ground-state geometry; CT and1La are optimized with CIS/3-21G; ground state is optimized
with HF/3-21G.d Estimated from1La origin in cold jet61 and width of gas-phase absorption.67 e Gas-phase absorption maximum.67 f 1Lb orgin in
cold jet.68

Figure 2. Structure and key molecular orbitals involved in the1La

and CT states of an indole-formamide sandwich complex with 4.5 Å
spacing. (a) Highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of indole;
(b) Lowest unoccupied MO (LUMO) of indole; (c) LUMO of
formamide. The latter is a pi* MO highly localized at the C, but with
substantial antibonding character in the CO and CN bonds. The ground
f 1La transition is primarily described by the HOMO-LUMO transition
on indole, but with minor contributions from other configurations. The
groundf CT transition is well described by the single configuration
resulting from promotion of an electron from the indole HOMO to the
amide LUMO. The MOs in this figure were plotted from a HF/6-
311G(d,p) calculation using GaussView98, but visually were indistin-
guishable from those using the 3-21G basis. The general features were
the same as found from the Zindo calculations used for the QM-MM
simulations.
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the ground state from the location of the1La origin in a cold
beam61 and subtract the estimated width obtained from the gas-
phase absorption.67 For 1La, mutual agreement is good (within
1000 cm-1, 0.1 eV) for all three methods at all three geometries,
including with the experimental values. For1Lb, which is S1 in
a vacuum and nonpolar solvents, Zindo and CASPT2 again
agree well with experiment, but TDDFT is systematically about
1 eV high. For the CT case, where no experimental information
is available, at all three geometries Zindo is about 1 eV below
CASPT2 but about 2 eV above TDDFT. Whereas TDDFT is
often a reliable method for predicting transition energies, at least
one other case has documented its tendency to greatly under-
estimate the energy of CT transitions relative to the more reliable
CASPT2 method.69

That the Zindo and CASPT2 CT energies lie far above that
of 1La in a vacuum seems clear. In our QM-MM calculations,
solvent polarization by the system when in the1La state
considerably lowers the CT energy relative to1La, and in certain
protein environments the local electric field is so strong that
the two states are very close in energy. Although it appears
that Zindo may appreciably underestimate the CT energy, we
have checked the variation of the CT energy in a strong electric
field and find that the energy change with field is very similar
for Zindo and CASPT2. This means that the large fluctuations
in CT energy given by Zindo during MD simulations should
be reasonably accurate if the fields derived from Charmm are
accurate.

Our early results for the histidine cation quenching indicate
that the electron is added to a pi* MO localized on the ND-
CE-NE fragment and is strongly antibonding in both bonds. For
either the HF/3-21G or the HF/6-311G(d,p) basis set, these two
bond lengths increase by about 0.1 Å. The nature of the orbital
is quite similar to the electron-accepting antibonding MO on
the amide groups, for which similar bond length increases are
computed.

QM-MM Trajectories. Figures 3-5 display the groundf
lowest CT and groundf 1La INDO/S2-CIS computed vertical
transition energies during 60 ps dynamics trajectories for 24
Trps in 17 different protein environments. The geometry used
for these trajectories is that of the CT state (see Methods and
Table 1). The energies are relative to the ground electronic state
also in the CT geometry. During the first 50 ps, the Trp charge
distribution is that of the1La state, but during the last 10 ps,
the charges are those for the lowest CT state for which an
electron has been transferred from the indole ring to one of the
two backbone amide groups on the Trp or to one of the two
amides or side chain of another residue. This part of the
trajectories always shows relaxation of the CT energy due to
solvent and side chain response to the considerably different
charge distribution in the CT state. Quenching occurs if this
relaxation brings the poorly emitting CT state irreversibly below
the 1La state.

Figures 2-4 divide the results for three groups that can be
regarded as Trps having high, intermediate, and low fluorescence
quantum yields, respectively. Figure 3 displays results for Trp48
of azurin, Trp140 of Staph. nuclease, Trp59 of ribonuclease T1,
Trp179 of Pfk, and Trp76 of DsbA for which the observedΦf

values are high (0.2-0.3), corresponding to small or negligible
electron transfer quenching. Figure 5 collects similar results for
Trps exhibiting exceptionally lowΦf (<0.01 to 0.05), and Figure
4 shows those with intermediateΦf values (0.06-0.15).

Surprising features of these trajectories are the extremely high
amplitude, high-frequency fluctuations of the CT state energy
relative to those of1La and the concomitant large amplitude,
fast relaxations of this state following the simulated electron
transfer. Three properties of the trajectories are crucial to the
fluorescence quantum yield: (1) the average energy gap
separating the CT and1La states, (2) the amplitude of fluctua-

Figure 3. Vertical transition energy,∆E/1000hc for the groundf
1La state (dots) and the groundf lowest Trp ring-amide charge transfer
(CT) state transitions (line) during a 60 ps QM-MM trajectory for
high quantum yield (quantum yields 0.2-0.3) tryptophans (Trps). The
bond lengths (but not angles and torsions) were held constant at values
corresponding to the CT state (see Methods section). During the first
50 ps the charges on the Trp are those of the1La state (scaled by 0.80)
and are updated every 10 fs. During the last 10 ps the charges are
those of the CT state. Note the much greater fluctuation amplitude for
the CT state than for1La.

Figure 4. Same as Figure 3, except for Trps with quantum yield
between 0.06 and 0.15.
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tions of this energy gap, and (3) the rapidity and extent of
relaxation following an electron-transfer event. The first two
affect the probability of a CT-1La crossing, a necessary
condition for electron transfer. The third determines whether
the fluorescence will be permanently quenched because the
weakly emitting CT state is stabilized far enough below the
1La state that back transfer is prevented. The latter is related to
the second,70 and we find here, as has been well established for
smaller solutes in water,71 and through simulations on 3MI,64

that much relaxation occurs within tens of femtoseconds when
the Trp is exposed to fluid water.

The set of limited trajectories contained in Figures 3-5
reveals a remarkable variety of behaviors in the three properties
just listed. In a broad sense, there is correlation of these
properties with observed quantum yields, although there are
notable exceptions. The most important aspect of this variety
is that a clear source of the wide variation in quantum yields
presents itself.

The origin of the large fluctuations and difference in average
gap can be traced to the local electric field (potential difference)
caused not only by the intermolecular electrostatic interactions,

but also by intramolecular differences in the Coulombic energy
of the separated charges for slight changes in amide-ring
separation and orientation. Upon investigating the microscopic
description of the relaxation process, we find that most of the
relaxation is caused by water reorientation.

Figure 6 summarizes the CT (top) and1La (middle) average
transition energies, with their standard deviations indicated and
the solvent relaxed CT transition energy (triangles) for the full
set of 24 Trps in 17 proteins studied. The points are arrayed in
order of decreasing calculatedΦf, with the highest yield on the
left. Note the correlation of increased quantum yield with
increased CT-1La gap. Some of the high quantum yield cases
have relatively small gaps, but also show small relaxation.

Quantitative Estimates of Electron-Transfer Rates.The
quantum mechanical Fermi Golden Rule expression for the
transition rate from a well defined initial state to a continuum
of final states nominally of the same energy is given by

whereVel is the electronic coupling between the initial and final
states (assumed constant over the range of final states) andF-
(E) is the density of final states in units of energy-1.

The above expression applied to the electron-transfer rate
constant of interest here is

whereVel is the (constant) electronic matrix element coupling
the CT and1La states andFFC(∆E00) is the Franck-Condon-
weighted density of final CT vibronic states that are quasi-
degenerate with the initial state (1La). FFC(∆E00) is a function
of ∆E00, the energy difference between of the vibrational zero
points of the CT and1La states, E0(CT) - E0(1La) and is
approximated by72

Figure 5. Same as Figure 3, except for Trps with quantum yield
between 0.01 and 0.05.

Figure 6. Condensation of data from QM-MM trajectories for 24
Trps from 17 proteins in order of decreasing Trp calculated fluorescence
quantum yield. Solid squares: average CT energy with standard
deviation given by half of the vertical line. Solid circles: average1La

energy with standard deviation given by half of the vertical line.
Triangles: average energy of the relaxed CT state, from the last 10 ps
of the trajectory. The labels refer to the number code shown in Table
2.

rate) 2π
p

|Vel
2|F(E) (1)

kET(∆E00) ) 2π
p

|Vel
2|FFC(∆E00) (2)

FFC(∆E00) ) ∫FDfD+ (∆E00,E)FAfA- (∆E00,E) dE (3)
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This is the overlap of the photoelectron spectrum of the indole
ring with that of the acceptor anion. The isomorphic role of the
FC-weighted density of states overlap for electron transfer and
the more familiar Fo¨rster resonance excitation energy transfer
(FRET)73,74was perhaps first emphasized by Hopfield.72 In room
temperature condensed phase, the plethora of low frequency
vibrational modes associated with solvent and protein are
typically treated classically.37 In addition, these motions can
drastically modify the relative energy of the1La and CT states,
rapidly modulating the set of final states in resonance with the
initial state. We assume that fluctuations in the environment
modulate ∆E00 randomly and rapidly on the fluorescence
lifetime scale, leading to a Gaussian distribution for∆E00 and
an average ET rate constant given by

where all energies have been divided by hc so as to be expressed
in cm-1. Our approach follows the ideas of Hopfield72 and
Tachiya.35 The notation〈|Vel

2|〉 , indicates that the electronic
coupling is itself being modulated by the low-frequency motions,
but that an effective average value can be used. The connection
between eq 4 and the widely used high-temperature classical
limit equation that has become almost synonymous with Marcus
theory

is traced from the first quantum mechanical treatment of
nonadiabatic electron transfer by Levich and Dogonadze through
forms that recognize electron transfer as a case of radiationless
electronic transition75 in extensive reviews by Marcus and
Sutin,76 Bixon and Jortner,37 and Tachiya and co-workers.77 In

eq 5, λ is the reorganization energy,kB is the Boltzmann
constant, and∆G0 is the difference in free energy of the
equilibrium states. The amplitude of the fluctuations in∆E00

determines the width of the Gaussian and is related to the
reorganization energy byσ2 ) 2λkBT. The average CT-1La

energy gap is closely related to∆G0 + λ.
Figure 7 shows the ab initio computed functions FDfD+ and

FAfA-, plotted so that∆E00 ) 0. The donor and acceptor are
indole and formamide. The continuous curves are obtained from
the individual FC factors for the in-plane vibrations (shown as
sticks) by applying a somewhat arbitrary 1000 cm-1 fwhm
Gaussian line shape to each. The large relative geometry changes
in the formamide bond lengths lead to an extremely broad band
compared to the indole ring. The many thousands of closely

TABLE 2: Experimental and Calculated Fluorescence Quantum Yields for 24 Trps in 17 Proteins

expt. calc.a num run/abreviation descriptionb refc

0.013 0.003 1 lyd158-asn2 T4 lysozyme W158-asn2 1lyd 111
0.013 0.005 2 dsb126 dsBa W126 1dsb 90
0.017 0.004 3 barn94-his18+ barnase W94-H18 pH5 1a2p 81
0.025 0.023 4 cpl human cyclophilinA 2cpl 112
0.03 0.026 5 trpcage TrpCage 1l2y (nmr structure 1&2) 7d

0.03 0.035 6 d6o fkb506 binding protein 1d6o 113e

0.03 0.009 7 sbc subtilisin C 1sbc 1f

0.031 0.047 8 bpp phospholipase A2 2bpp 1
0.033 0.018 9 nscp NSCP W57 W4F W170F 28
0.041 0.042 10 dsbQ74A/N127A dsba W126 Q74A, N127A mutanted 1dsb 90
0.044 0.009 11 lyd138 T4 lysozyme W138 1lyd 111
0.06 0.047 12 lyd126 T4 lysozyme W126 1lyd 111
0.072 0.069 13 barn94 barnase W94 pH8 1a2p 81
0.1 0.030 14 ctx cobra toxin 1ctx 1
0.115 0.058 15 mlt melittin 2 mLt 1
0.12 0.080 16 gcn glucagon 1gcn 1
0.122 0.225 17 barn71 barnase W71 his neutral 1a2p 81
0.13 0.121 18 b8r parvalbumin 1b8r 1
0.142 0.048 19 barn35 barnase W35 his neutral 1a2p 81
0.2 0.014 20 dsb76 dsba W76 1dsb,1fvk average result 90
0.29 0.275 21 stn staph. nuclease firstn 1
0.31 0.011 22 pfk phosphofructokinase 6pfk 1
0.31 0.021 23 rnt ribnuclease T1 9rnt 1
0.31 0.296 24 azb apo-azurin W48 1azb 1

a From eq 4 using|Vel| ) 10.0 cm-1, C00 ) -4000 cm-1. b Name, Trp sequence number or Trp-acceptor numbers, PDB code (all X-ray unless
noted).c Reference for experimental quantum yield.d Estimated relative to NATA.e Upper limit based on the 12-fold increase upon denaturation.
f Estimated from lifetimes.

〈kET〉 ) 4π2c〈|Vel
2|〉(2πσ2)-1/2∫FFC(∆E00) ×

exp(- 1
2(∆E00 - ∆E00

σ )2) d∆E00 (4)

kET ) (4π2

h )V2(4πλkBT)-1/2 exp(-
(∆G0 + λ)2

4λkBT ) (5)

Figure 7. Ab initio computed Franck-Condon (FC) factors for the
ionization of indole (right) and electron capture of formamide (left).
The smooth curves of FC density were generated by broadening each
line by 1000 cm-1. The position of the curves is for∆E00 ) 0, but
protein electric fields that stabilize the indole ring cation and/or
destabilize the amide anion will cause the curves to overlap. Further-
more, large (thousands of cm-1) fluctuations of the CT-1La gap caused
by environmental motions shift the curves rapidly, thereby modulating
the overlap (and therefore the coupling element) as a function of time.
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spaced FC factors providing most of the area under the curve
are invisible on the scale used in Figure 7.

Preliminary attempts to estimate values forVel indicate that
it is extremely sensitive to orientation of the ring and amide,
much more so than assumed by Adams et al.29 Our results were
much as found by Stuchebrukhov and co-workers78 for longer
range coupling elements in proteins, wherein the magnitude
varies from zero to maximum values on the time scale of tens
of femtoseconds. Such a result might also be anticipated from
the findings of Beratan et al.,33 who found coupling between
33 non-H atoms at a distance 4-5 Å from the heme in
cytochromec to be scattered randomly over two orders of
magnitue (4 orders of magnitude in rate). We find that the value
averaged over a trajectory is not sensitive to any measure of
the distance between ring and amide for the restricted range of
Trp ring-amide geometries found in the proteins studied, nor is
it significantly different for different proteins. We expect that,
for any given local geometry,Vel will be a complicated mixture
of through bond and through space contributions.31,33

An additional major uncertainty is the value of the crucially
important average energy gap,∆E00, as underscored by the
discrepancy between the Zindo- and TDDFT-calculated values
seen in Table 1. Given these uncertainties and the goal of this
paper (more conceptual than quantitative) we useVel and a
constant offset,C00, from the Zindo-calculated∆E00, as adjust-
able parameters to optimize a global fit with experiment,
assuming that|Vel| is the same for all cases. This is consistent
with our view thatVel is not the rate-limiting factor.

Figure 8 shows computed Trp fluorescence quantum yields
plotted against reported experimental quantum yields, calculated
from the electron-transfer rate constants according to the relation

wherekr andknr are the radiative and the nonelectron-transfer
nonradiative rate constants. Here we use values found in aqueous
solution: kr ) 4 × 107 s-1 andknr ) 8 × 107 s-1. 12 A more
refined approach would be to recognize that bothkr and knr

increase in nonpolar solvents,2 in such a way that the quantum
yield remains nearly constant. For the present analysis, we ignore
this detail. The line in Figure 8 is a least-squares fit that excludes
the three high quantum yield points with very low calculated

values, and is obtained using|Vel| ) 10 cm-1 andC00 ) -4000
cm-1, providing a correlation coefficient equal to 0.90. This fit
was selected from a basin of acceptable fits whose broad
minimum was found at|Vel| ) 4.5 cm-1 andC00 ) -5650 cm-1

using a genetic algorithm. Despite the approximation of assum-
ing constantVel, the fit captures the known variability ofΦf in
a way that generally agrees with experiment, with a few
egregious disagreements that we discuss next.

The most obvious disagreements occur for three systems that
show quite high quantum yields, namely rnt, pfk, and W76 of
dsba. The special feature underlying these cases is the small
gap but also a small reorganization energy. We believe that the
small reorganization energy is a significant indicator of high
quantum yield but that our theoretical parametrization is
weighted in such a way as to force the relaxed state slightly
below1La (see Figure 6). This, along with the small gap makes
the computed quantum yield low. Had the relaxed CT energy
been only 2.8 kcal/mol (700 cm-1) above 1La, one would
estimate a quantum yield of 0.3 for these cases from the
Boltzmann equilibrium ratio of CT to1La population.

Intermolecular Electron-Transfer Quenching. The focus
of this paper is primarily upon the local ring-amide CT states,
because the results suggest that they are mainly responsible for
the quenching process. However, the possibility that nearby
amides belonging to other residues and histidines may contribute
was also investigated for the obvious near neighbor cases. A
search for Trps with asparagines and glutamine amide groups
within about 4 Å turned up Asn6 of bpp, Asn117 of sbc, Gln105
of lydW138, and Asn2 of lydW158. For these, separate
trajectories were run wherein the QM part was a supermolecule
of the Trp and the nearby residue of interest. For the first three
of the four cases examined, the lowest CT state was found on
the non-Trp side chain amide only 4-10% of the time, and
had little effect on the computed quantum yield. However, for
Asn2 of lydW158, the lowest CT state was found on the
N-terminal amide of the Asn2 (actually the carbonyl of Met1,
the N-terminus of the protein) virtually 100% of the time and
lowered the predicted quantum yield from 0.07 to 0.013, greatly
improving agreement with experiment. The reason is that the
CT state is stabilized by the positive charge of the N-terminus,
which is closer to the carbonyl than to the ring.

Because the protonated form of histidine is known to be a
potent electron-transfer quencher of the indole chromophore,79-81

we also investigated two interesting cases wherein a histidine
resides in near contact with a Trp: Trp94, which is near His18
in barnase, and Trp138, which is near His105 in the Q105H/
W126Y/W158Y mutant of lyd. In the former, protonation of
the His18 considerably lowers the quantum yield.81 However,
in the latter, protonation of His105 was unexpectedly found to
increase the quantum yield.82 For the Trp94-His18 pair in
barnase, the lowest CT state is found to be on the ring of His18
most of the time and the energy of this CT state is quite low.
For the W138-His105 pair in the lyd mutant, negative charges
from several Asp and Glu residues near His105 apparently
destabilize the His CT state and simultaneously stabilize the
Trp amide CT state to the point that the lowest CT state is on
the Trp amide. The Trp amide CT state is considerably
destabilized by the presence of the protonated His18 next to
the Trp ring, thereby increasing the Trp amide CT-1La state gap,
thereby increasing the quantum yield and fluorescence lifetime.

Effect of Protein and Water. The stabilization of the CT
state by individual amino acid residues, waters, and ligands was
estimated by a variation of the computer program that is used
to add the electric potentials and fields due the protein/solvent

Figure 8. Plot of Trp fluorescence quantum yields calculated using
eq 4 as a function of observed quantum yields for the set of Trps in
Figure 6. The line represents a linear regression through zero for all
points except for the three outlying point at the lower right and gives
a correlation coefficient) 0.90. Observed quantum yields are referenced
in Table 2 along with the number code.

Φf ) kr/(kr + knr + ket)
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environment to the QM Hamiltonian. The energy is estimated
by the formula

whereVR is the electric potential (in volts) at QM atomR and
∆FR is the change in electron density on atomR associated with
the electron transfer.VR is given by the Coulomb sum over all
non-QM atoms by

with qk the partial charge prescribed by the Charmm 26b force
field for the kth non-QM atom andrRk is the distance between
the QM atomR and the non-QM atomk.

For Trp amides, the average total stabilization from protein
and water varied from as much as 12 000 cm-1 (1.5 eV) for
bpp and dsb126 to only 1000 cm-1 for stn and azb. The total
stabilization correlates quite well with quantum yield, with the
larger stabilization leading to small CT-1La energy gap and
lower quantum yield.

For Trp amides, the range of stabilization by single residues
extends from a maximum stabilization of about 8000 cm-1 (1
eV or 23 kcal/mol) for Arg77 of rnt to a maximum destabiliza-
tion of 10 000 cm-1 by His+18 of barnase and of 8000 cm-1

by Lys133 of stn. However, more typical magnitudes for
maximum stabilization and destabilization by a single residue
are about 5000 cm-1. Single water molecules were found to
stabilize by as much as 3000 cm-1 and to destabilize by as much
as 1200 cm-1.

The partitioning of stabilization between protein and water,
however, was quite variable and did not correlate well with
quantum yield. The range of total protein perturbation was from
15 500 cm-1 stabilization to as much as 12 500 cm-1 destabi-
lization. The total water perturbation ran the range of 13 000
cm-1 stabilization to 5000 cm-1 of destabilization and was
strongly anti-correlated with the protein stabilization. Thus, the
net total stabilizations were not as extreme.

Discussion

We have benefited from previous QM-MM applications to
electron transfer,83-85 but this seems to be the first specific
application to the quenching of Trp fluorescence by the amide
and histidine systems. Indeed, this is the first attempt, to our
knowledge, to predict quantum yields quantitatively for Trp
fluorescence in unrelated proteins. However, the main purpose
of this communication is not to present a particularly reliable
quantitative procedure for predicting Trp fluorescence quantum
yields but to present a comprehensive view of the several factors
that must be involved and to articulate a promising new
viewpoint. The idea is that local electric potential differences
and solvent mobility are crucial in determining whether a
particular group (usually a local amide) will be an effective
quencher or not. Thus, thelocation of charged groups along
the line connecting the Trp ring and electron acceptor will
strongly influence the rate of electron transfer. For example,
an aspartate group (or any negatively charged group) near the
benzene ring end of Trp will lower the energy of the CT state
and contribute to lowering the quantum yield. Replacing the
aspartate with a neutral residue would likely increase the yield,
giving the erroneous impression that aspartate was quenching
by accepting an electron. Were the aspartate on the opposite
side, near the amide, the opposite result would be expected.

Early Experiments. Cowgill22 was perhaps the first to
identify the variable fluorescence quantum yield of Trp and
tyrosine (Tyr) as an interesting question. His early systematic
study of Trp and Tyr derivatives clearly implicated the peptide
bond as responsible for the generally low quantum yields in
proteins. In addition, he drew attention to the high sensitivity
of the yield to the electron withdrawing power of the group
attached to the carbonyl, including the ability of protonated
carboxylate and esters to quench. He also made the important
observation that quenching by these groups did not occur in
nonpolar solvents such as dioxane,86,87 and this was later
confirmed by Privat et al.24 Steiner and Kirby14 measured
collisional quenching rate constants for amino acids and other
related groups; they noted a strong correlation of the quenching
and ability to scavenge hydrated electrons, thereby establishing
a strong hypothesis that the quenching was related to electron
transfer from the indole ring. Feitelson23 confirmed much of
Cowgill’s findings and independently invoked electron transfer
from the ring to amide, carboxylic acid, and ester groups, while
at the same time recognizing proton-transfer quenching of the
indole ring from ammonium, hydronium, etc., as a different
process. He also confirmed Cowgill’s assertion88 that the simple
amides (acetamide, and methyl acetamides) showed no measur-
able quenching effect as collisional quenchers.

Burstein and co-workers8 studied the effect of collisional
quenching by a number of small groups related to quenching
in proteins, including amines, protonated amines, amides, thiols,
and thiolate. They noted the ineffectiveness of amides as
collisional quenchers and discovered the large deuterium isotope
effect on the proton-transfer quenching by ammonium groups.

Ricci and Nesta89 further established the validity of the
electron transfer mechanism in their thorough study of quench-
ing by carboxylic acids, esters and amides, clearly showing the
correlation of quenching ability and electron withdrawing
character of substituents on the carbonyl carbon.

Froehlich and Nelson15 established a quantitative relation
between the collisional quenching rate of substituted amides in
aqueous solution and the pKa of the corresponding carboxylic
acid, further supporting the amide group as an electron acceptor
in the quenching process. They also noted a substantial decrease
in the quenching efficiency when the solvent was ethanol, noting
that this was consistent with a charge-transfer mechanism.

A common thread in the early studies that greater electrone-
gativity (carbonyl carbon more positive) of the substituent at
the carbonyl resulted in lower quantum yields translates directly
to our finding that more positive potential (charge) in the
environment near the carbonyl leads to lower calculated quantum
yield (because of a smaller CT-1La gap). In other words, there
is no difference whether the positive charge is internal or
external to the carbonyl-containing group.

Recent Studies.Petrich et al.19 greatly strengthened the
electron transfer quenching hypothesis in their steady state and
time-resolved fluorescence study of three new model com-
pounds: (3-indolylmethyl)malonamide (AA), diethyl (3-indolyl-
methyl)malonate (EE), and ethyl (3-indolylmethyl)malonate
(AE) in which two amide, two ester, and one of each,
respectively, are attached to the alpha carbon. With these and
previously studied analogues, earlier work correlating electro-
philicity of substituents was amplified, and a synergism was
noted wherein the quenching rate caused by two substituents is
far greater than additive. Temperature studies of the quenching
rate revealed contrasting Arrhenius parameters for the temper-
ature dependence of highly fluorescent indoles compared to the
weakly fluorescent analogues bonded to electron acceptor

∆Eenv ) ∑
R

VR∆FR

VR ) ∑
k

qk/rRk
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groups. Studies at low temperature and in viscous solvents
showed that the puzzling single-exponential decay exhibited by
NATA could not be because of fast interconversion on the
fluorescence time scale.

The comprehensive study by Eftink et al.,11 which included
conformationally constrained Trp analogues, provided many new
insights and provided an understanding of the synergistic effects
involving proton-transfer quenching.

Two key studies from the Barkley group on the collisional
quenching of 3MI in water carefully separated the effects of
proton-transfer quenching by the ammonium group, intersystem
crossing effects, and electron transfer to the amide16 or other
amino acid side chains.13 The study by Chen et al.16 demon-
strated that electron transfer to amides is significant only when
the collisional quenching unit contains two amides, with the
effectiveness apparently increasing as the distance between the
two amides decreases. This finding is consistent with the
synergistic effects noted in earlier studies11,19 and established
the possibility that asparagine and glutamine residues in proteins
could be significant quenchers. This work was then extended
to other amino acids, also acylated to avoid quenching by the
N-terminal ammonium group. They found thatprotonated
glutamate and aspartate (by inference from protonated acetic
acid),protonatedhistidine, and both the thiol and thiolate forms
of cysteine all quench by electron transfer an order of magnitude
more effectively than asparagine and glutamine, again in accord
with earlier work on carboxylic acids and esters. The disulfide
group has yet another order of magnitude higher collisional
quenching rate constant.15,19,89The electron-transfer mechanism
was inferred through isotope and temperature effects, as well
as comparison of electron scavenging rates from the literature.
On the other hand, the side chains of lysine and protonated
tyrosine were found to quench by a proton-transfer mechanism.
Because these studies were for collisional quenching of 3MI
fluorescence in aqueous solution, they may be useful for
qualitative predictions for Trps that are solvent exposed and
more or less in contact with potential quenching groups. Given
the reduced quenching in less polar solvents24,86,87and uncer-
tainties regarding interaction and reorganization energy, ex-
trapolating these results to Trps that are more buried is virtually
impossible.

Engelborghs and co-workers27,90 have carried out a particu-
larly enlightening and provocative study of fluorescence life-
times and quantum yields for Trp126 and Trp76 of the disulfide
oxidoreductase DsbA from E. coli. The quantum yield of Trp126
is only 0.012. When the only two nearby quenching candidates,
Asn127 and Gln74, were mutated to alanines, the quantum yield
rose only to 0.04. No other reasonable candidates for electron
transfer quencher residues exist for Trp126 besides the local
backbone amide groups. This study strongly focuses attention
to the local amide as the quenching group.

Nonexponential Fluorescence Decay: Rotamers.To this
point, we have not mentioned a complicating detail, namely
that in most cases the fluorescence decays nonexponentially.
Many studies19,20,25,91-95 have been directed at uncovering the
cause of nonexponential fluorescence decay in model com-
pounds, some of which is reviewed by Creed.96 Beginning with
the seminal work of Wahl and co-workers,91 by far the dominant
candidate has been the presence of multiple rotameric states
that are noninterconverting on the fluorescence time scale. A
reasonably self-consistent scheme emerged for Trp analogues
and small Trp-containing peptides that includes distance and
electrophilicity considerations.19,94

The scope of this paper, however, is to address the broad
question of how a wide range of fluorescence quantum yields
and lifetimes is observed for single Trpproteins, where the
ubiquitous presence of multiple rotamers is more controversial.
For this goal, a suitable working hypothesis has been to assume
that the detailed local Trp rotamer conformation inproteinsis
given correctly by the published X-ray or NMR structures and
that this rotamer is almost always the one with the major impact
on the quantum yield in aqueous solution. At the other extreme
is the approach exemplified by that of Engelborghs et al. in
their interpretation of the nonexponential fluorescence decay
from a number of proteins28,30 that gives the X-ray structure
assignment little weight compared to molecular modeling
computational predictions of relative rotamer stability. By
linking the effect of acrylamide quenching on lifetime decay
components, electron-transfer rates were found to fit an
exponential dependence on the distance from the Trp amide
carbonyl C atom to the C4 (CE3) atom of the indole ring for
Trp.30 This is a remarkable result, given the delocalized nature
of the indole electrons (Figure 2) and that other nearby amides
are ignored.

Adams et al.29 have recently combined fluorescence lifetime
and NMR structural studies of a series of single-Trp hexapep-
tides designed to contain no quenching groups other than the
peptide backbone. The quantum yields of Trp fluorescence from
the hexapeptides were slightly higher than for NATA, but the
decay required a three-exponent fit. In this study, 2-D NMR
provided some evidence for differentø1 rotamers being present.
Some success was obtained in correlating electron transfer rates
with rotamers, assuming that the rate depends exponentially on
the distance of the center of the indole ring from the amide
carbonyl carbon atoms, using a primitive orientation factor.

Recognizing that the protein environment may offer many
more possibilities for nonexponential decay than a fixed set of
rotamers, Bajzer and Prendergast18 adapted theory originally
applied to understanding nonexponential fluorescence decay
arising from irreversible Fo¨rster transfer by a donor surrounded
by randomly placed acceptors. In their approach, multiple
lifetimes appear because of an assumed heterogeneity of active
acceptors in the ensemble average. By invoking the possibility
that not all potential quenchers are active for a given protein
molecule at a given time, more observable decay constants are
possible. This general approach is in harmony with the findings
presented here, in that a given quencher can be active only when
the resulting CT state is instantaneously isoenergetic with the
fluorescing state. Indeed, we sometimes see cases during a
trajectory when one, both, or neither of the two local amides
are low in energy. Whether the persistence of such states is
adequate to provide multiple lifetimes is unclear from our
relatively short trajectories.

Ababou and Bombarda26 have provided circumstantial evi-
dence from measured temperature dependence of lifetime
components for five proteins. Invoking the Bajzer-Prendergast
approach,18 they assumed that the short component was associ-
ated with ET to a nearby amide, but the long lifetime component
was not. There was no explanation of why there would be two
cases, however. If the environment of a Trp is the same for
every Trp in the ensemble, then the two rates would be averaged
and a single exponential would be observed. Their model would
therefore require two substates, one wherein electron transfer
could occur and another for which it could not occur.

Addressing the reversibility, Hudson et al.17 point out that if
the electron transfer to an unspecified acceptor is reversible, as
would be the case when solvation of the CT state is not sufficient
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to permanently trap the charge separated state, the delayed return
of the system to the fluorescing state formally leads to
biexponential decay. Such a mechanism is clearly expected for
those cases in Figures 3-5 for which the CT-1La gap is small
but the relaxation is also small.

Relative Importance of Electronic Coupling vs Reorga-
nization and ∆G°. A few comments are in order to contrast
the present study with recent efforts to make sense of fluores-
cence lifetimes and quantum yields for single-Trp proteins in
relation to electron transfer to nearby amides. Three of the
studies above28-30 have in common the assumption that the
electron transfer rate depends exponentially on the distance
between the donor indole ring and the acceptor amide carbon
atom. This assumption comes from implicitly assuming that both
the reorganization energy (λ) and ∆G° are the same for each
rotamer, leaving the electronic coupling,Vel, as the only variable.
Although both experiment and theory justify such an assumption
for long range ET between systems that are very similar and in
similar environments, it is highly questionable for short range
(<5 Å) transfers between Trp and amides whose environments
are different.

First we note that a number of studies of long-range electron
transfer in proteins31,32,97,98and rigid glasses99 suggest that if
the electron-transfer process responsible for quenching of Trp
fluorescence were activationless (meaning that∆G° ) -λ) ,
there would be significant quenching at distances as long as 12
Å. If extrapolated to the typical distances between the indole
ring of Trp and the nearest amide (about 4-5 Å), ET rates of
∼1012 s-1 are implied, over two orders above that required to
reduce Trp fluorescence quantum yield to 0.01. Clearly, in the
context of eq 5, the value of|∆G° + λ| is large and small
differences in this quantity will have large effects on the ET
rate. Stated another way, small differences in the CT-1La gap
and/or the amplitude of fluctuations of this gap will have a
profound effect when the gap is neither very small nor very
large. For example, with a typicalλ value of 1 eV and∆G° )
+0.5 eV, the fractional increase in the Gaussian of eq 5 for a
0.1 eV (2.3 kcal/mol) reduction in∆G° at 25 °C is 16-fold!
This could account for a 10-fold difference in predicted lifetime
or quantum yield. Given that the energy of a single hydrogen
bond is about 5 kcal/mol, even the assumption that different
Trp rotamers would have the same|∆G° + λ| is not justified.

The extent to whichshort-rangeexponential distance depen-
dence of electron transfer appears to be useful26,28-30 is more
likely linked strongly to the steep dependence of∆G° on
distance at short range because of the Coulomb attraction to be
discussed next.

Long vs Short-Range Electron Transfer: Importance of
Coulombic Interaction. Given that activationless long-range
electron-transfer quenching of Trp fluorescence by transition
metal ions had been demonstrated,98 we were not necessarily
expecting the local amide to be the primary acceptor. However,
we found that the lowest CT state almost always involved a
local electron transfer from the highest occupied molecular
orbital (HOMO), localized on the Trp ring, to the nearest
unoccupied backbone amideπ* MO. This is easily understood
in terms of the Coulombic stabilization of the radical ion pair,
a key ingredient in the famous Rehm-Weller equation. The
CT state energy varies roughly as the reciprocal of the inter-
ion distance. For example, the nearest amide is often on the
order of only 4 Å from the ring. Increasing the donor-acceptor
distance to 5 Å increases the energy of the CT state by about
0.7 eV (16 kcal/mol), if the transferred electron is concentrated
at a point. Given the profound effect of only 0.1 eV noted above,

tempering this number with the effects of dielectric constant
and delocalization of electron density in the donor, is unlikely
to nullify the impact of distance on rate caused by Coulombic
self-stabilization. If electron transfer is to be competitive with
the intrinsic radiative and nonradiative rates of the 3MI
chromophore, whose total is about 1.2× 108 s-1, the donor
and acceptor must be close for activated electron transfer.

A number of works have explicitly omitted this important
Coulombic term, often citing Miller et al.99 Although it is true
that the Born solvation would be quite reduced when the charge
is spread over a large molecule, the Coulombic interaction of
the separated charges at a distance of 10 Å is not much affected
and is large. Even assuming a dielectric constant of 4, the
interaction of unit charges separated by 10 Å is about 0.4 eV
(8 kcal/mol). It is important to realize that Miller et al.99 did
not say that these effects were small and inconsequential. Indeed,
they emphsized that they are quite important, changing∆G°
by ∼0.5 eV. They did not include the correction because they
did not know the dielectric constant of the glasses they were
using and probably because it would not have changed the
pattern of results and conclusions.

Relation of ∆E00 to Transition Energy Differences. The
transition energies shown in Figures 3-6 are vertical energy
differences between ground and1La or CT states at the CT
minimum energy geometry. This geometry, characterized by
much longer CdO and N-C amide bonds, considerably
stabilizes the CT state while raising the energies of the ground
and 1La states. Therefore, if the Zindo transition energies are
reasonably accurate, we expect toaddabout 3800 cm-1 (based
on CASPT2 ground-state energies) to the transition energy
difference to obtain an estimate of∆E00, the energy difference
of the CT and1La states in their respective minimum energy
geometries. That we need tosubtractabout 4000 cm-1 to obtain
the fit in Figure 8 suggests either that the Zindo transition
energies are considerably overestimated, i.e., that the TDDFT
energies in Table 1 are more accurate or that the purely
nonadiabatic treatment used here is not entirely appropriate. The
formalism we have used says that most1La - CT energy level
crossings do not lead to electron transfer because they occur
too rapidly. However, if some of the crossings are slow enough
to be in the adiabatic limit, wherein crossings become avoided
crossings, the CT character in the “1La” eigenstate increases as
the environment fluctuation lowers the CT energy. When
sufficient CT character has been acquired, the solvent response
will become driven to further increase the CT character until a
pure CT state is irreversibly reached. The latter process is much
more efficient, requiring in principle only one such “crossing”
during the lifetime of the excited state and, therefore, would
not require the large FC overlap needed in the nonadiabatic
theory, which we force by subtracting a large energy from the
Zindo transition energy.

We are inclined to favor the latter explanation because the
CASPT2 results (Table 1) suggest that the Zindo energies are
underestimated. The general treatment of solvent assisted
electron-transfer processes, such as the ones we include here,
is difficult to implement without artificial separation of time
scales.77,100

Future Work

First we remark that this study can be extended to the equally
variable fluorescence yields and lifetimes observed for tyrosine
in proteins. Virtually all behavior of Trp derivatives that points
to electron transfer to the amides has a perfect parallel in the
corresponding Tyr derivatives.22,86,88,101More generally, the
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methods used here should be useful for studying other electron-
transfer processes, e.g., those involving quenching of flavin
fluorescence,102,103and fluorescent probes on DNA.

Future work will include an investigation of quenching by
the disulfide group, which appears to be an effective quencher
when within 6 Å.90 The fluorescence lifetime for Trp69 in
cutinase is 40 ps,104 corresponding to a fluorescence quantum
yield of about 0.002. There the disulfide bond is in direct contact
with the Trp.

Yet another possible mechanism for Trp quenching must be
considered. Nanda and Brand105 and Subramaniam et al.106 have
discovered that a conserved Trp buried in a hydrophobic pocket
containing mainly aromatic side chains in homedomain proteins
uniformly exhibits a low fluorescence quantum yield. The cause
of this is circumstantially linked to the low quantum yield and
red-shifted fluorescence observed for indole in benzene. One
member of this class has been investigated by us (d6o) and found
to have a low predicted yield due to the local amide. We are
planning simulations for other homeodomain proteins to see if
this is a general property of the homeodomain Trp or if a
phenomenon related to quenching by benzene is involved.107,108

We are also applying the method to a study of how electron-
transfer quenching varies for different rotameric conformations.
Preliminary results109 show that indeed rotamer conformation
can strongly affect fluorescence lifetime,independent of the
electronic coupling strength. However, we intend to further
refine our method by identifying more precisely how the
electronic coupling depends on distance and orientation.

Finally, we note that the main principle here is independent
of the exact nature of the CT state, leaving the possibility for
πσ* type states that have recently come to light from high level
quantum chemical computations.110 A transition to this state
would also entail a large dipole change, but toward the indole
N-H bond instead of the amide. We are working on simulations
that should help distinguish between these two possibilities.

Conclusion

The simulations presented here lead one to conclude that the
full range of Trp fluorescence quantum yields (and lifetimes)
observed in proteins is due primarily to different degrees of
electron transfer from the indole ring to a local amide. The
dependence on protein environment arises mainly from the
average local electric potential difference between the Trp ring
and local backbone amide and from the amplitude of potential
difference variation caused by protein and solvent motions. This
can be strongly influenced by thelocation of nearby charges.
Negative (positive) charge will decrease (increase) the quantum
yield if it is closer to the indole ring than to the electron acceptor
because these arrangements stabilize (destabilize) the CT state.
If the charge is closer to the acceptor, the opposite will be true.

Amides on other residues and good electron acceptors such
as disulfide and histidine cation can be the primary quencher if
the local electric potentials are favorable and if they are close
enough. The extreme environmental sensitivity of the CT states
allows for electron transfer when fluctuations invert the CT-
1La energy gap, allowing for nonadiabatic or adiabatic electron
transfer, followed by fast solvent relaxation about the CT state
to create a low-lying, very weakly emitting solvent stabilized
“radical ion pair”. Trps satisfying both the narrow gap and large
amplitude fluctuation/relaxation criteria are expected to exhibit
low fluorescence quantum yields and short fluorescence life-
times. A semiquantitative prediction using only the average
energy gap and variance was achieved using only two adjustable
parameters: a universal electronic coupling constant and a

constant offset applied to the semiempirical transition energies.
Closer acceptors are generally favored because the CT state is
stabilized by donor-acceptor Coulombic interaction. Nonex-
ponential fluorescence decay may be expected to arise naturally
through various mechanisms in this view.
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